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Potential Evapotranspiration and the Likelihood of Future Drought
D. RIND, 1 R. GOLDBERG,2 J. HANSEN, 1 C. ROSENZWEIG,2 AND R. RUEDY 3
The likelihood of future drought is studied on the basis of two drought indices calculated from the
GoddardInstitutefor SpaceStudiesgeneralcirculationmodel(GISS GCM) transientand doubledCO2
climate changes.We use the Palmer drought severity index (PDSI) and a new supply-demandindex
(SDDI), the latter beingthe differencebetweenthe precipitationand potential evapotranspirationEp,
i.e., the difference between atmospheric supply of and demand for moisture. Both indices show
increasingdroughtfor the United Statesduring the next century, with effectsbecomingapparent in the
1990s.If greenhousegas emissionscontinueto increaserapidly, the model results suggestthat severe
drought(5% frequencytoday) will occur about 50% of the time by the 2050s.The resultsare driven by
the largeincreasein Ep, associatedwith the simulatedclimatewarming.Ee increasesmost where the
temperature is highest, at low to mid-latitudes, while precipitation increasesmost where the air is
coolest and easiest to saturate by the additional moisture, at higher latitudes. Thus atmospheric
demand becomesgreater than supplyfor most of the globe by the latter half of next century. We show
that large Ee changescan lead to soil moisture deficits, as in the PDSI hydrologic budget, and
vegetation desiccation, as is implied by vegetation and climate models. We suggest that drought
intensification has been understated in most GCM simulations, including the GISS GCM, because of
their lack of realistic land surface models. Paleoclimate analoguesin the Mesozoic and Cenozoic are
reviewed which imply that arid conditionscan result from either increasedtemperaturesor decreased
precipitation, consistentwith our use of the SDDI. The results depend primarily on the temperature
increase, in particular the model sensitivity of 4øC warming for doubled CO2. Global precipitation
cannot keep pace with increaseddemand over land becausethe land surface warms more than the
ocean surface; this effect, along with greater atmosphericopacity, reduces low level gradients and
evaporation from the ocean. If the forecast temperature changescome to pass, these conclusions
suggestthat drought conditions will increase dramatically.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The anticipated increase in temperature associatedwith
accumulating greenhouse gases has led to the concern that
future water availability might be threatened [Smith and
Tirpak, 1989], as warmer temperatures will likely lead to
increasedevaporation. Several approacheshave been employed to evaluate this possibility. Stockton and Boggess
[1979] used an empirical relationship derived by Langbein
[1949] to assessthe effect of a 2øCtemperature increase and
a 10% precipitation decrease(values consistentwith some
general circulation model (GCM) projections). They found
on average a 50% reduction in water supply for seven
western United States water regions. Karl and Riebsame
[1989] criticized the Langbein relationship and concluded
from

the climate

record

over

the United

States that the

with temperature. In addition, there is a built-in bias in
empirical studies, for warmer summersare commonly associated with reduced precipitation, both driven by the pres-

ence of a large mid-troposphericridge. In the doubled CO2
climate, the warming is widespread, driven by the global
energy balance, and past correlations may no longer hold.
Alternatively, one could use the GCM model output itself
to estimate the likelihood of water availability changes. The
problem with this approach is that although some models
predict summer drying [Manabe and Wetheraid, 1987],
precipitation changes are not consistent from model to
model [Schlesinger and Mitchell, 1987] or even in varied
experiments with the same model [Rind, 1988a], and thus
neither are the resulting changes in soil moisture [Kellogg
and Zhao, 1988; Zhao and Kellogg, 1988].
Using the GCM soil moisture changes to evaluate the
likelihood of drying has built-in limitations. For one thing, in

influenceof temperature on water availability is much more
muted. Revelle and Waggoner [1983] correlated past temperature changeswith fiver flows of the Colorado River, and several of the models, summer soil moisture decreases to
with a 2øC increase they deduced a 30% decreasein runoff. very small values in the control run [Kellogg and Zhao,
There are serious difficulties in using the observational 1988]. Not much drying in absolute terms is possibleunder
record for this type of analysis. The temperature changesin such circumstances,since soil moisture values cannot drop
the historical past are very small comparedwith projections; below zero. Furthermore, the dry soil limits evaporation
the average warming used in the Karl and Riebsame [ 1989] efficiency(/3) in GCMs in an unrealisticmanner. This point,
studywas only 1/10that beingprojectedfor doubledCO2, an which has been largely overlooked, will be discussedfurther
important considerationgiven that the water-holding capac- in section 3.
The models are in greater accord on the temperature
ity of the atmosphereand henceevaporationvaries strongly
change projections, with all models showing warming of
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tions. We explore reasons why the large temperature increases do not have greater impact on the GISS (and other)
GCM soil moisture projections.
In this paper, we reexamine the questionof the likelihood
of future droughts. We consider "drought" as the condition
resulting from an excess of the atmosphere's demand for
moisture over its supply. We attempt to validate this definition by discussingthe importance of potential evapotranspiration Ep in considerationsof drought, and we show that
increasesin Ep - P (precipitation)can lead to decreasedsoil
moisture and/or increasedvegetative stress,neither of which
is properly assessedin GCMs owing to their crude treatment
of ground hydrology.
We then develop a new drought index, constructedfrom
Ep - P, and compareit with the well-known Palmer drought
severity index (PDSI). We use both indices to evaluate the
likelihood of future drought, given the climate change projections generated by the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) GCM. We show that the two indices give similar
results, both suggesting substantial increases in future
drought; the projection is thus not the result of one particular
index formulation.
In the discussion

section we examine

how the uncertain-

ties in future climate projections impact the likelihood of
future drought. We consider the issue of desiccatedvegetation more closely by assessingthe possible impact of these
drought projections on vegetation biomass and type. We
then discuss why large Ep increases will likely lead to
increasing desertification regardless of whether the initial
response of the system is on the hydrologic or vegetative
aspect. Finally, we attempt to validate the general conclusion from paleoclimatic evidence. The results suggestthat
the climate warming as currently envisioned could severely
increase drought conditions.
2.

THE IMPORTANCE

OF POTENTIAL

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

Potential evapotranspirationEp is the atmospheric demand for water. This moisture demandis felt directly by free
water surfaces, such as lakes or reservoirs, where Ep is
equal to the actual evapotranspiration (ET). Ep is also
approximately equal to transpiration when a plant is consuming water at a rate which gives the optimum plant
development, and thus for active, non-water-stressedplants,
Ep is translated into ET with near-100% efficiency; for
example, Penman [1948] estimated that the ratio fl between
actual and potential ET rates for southern England ranged

from 0.6 in winter to 0.8 in summer.Estim•atesof Ep over
vegetated surfacesand free water bodies are generally about

3-5 mmd-1 [e.g.,Thornthwaite,
1948].
Free water and vegetated surfaces account for a substantial portion of total ET, especially during the growing season. Transpirationalone accountsfor the lossof about 70%
of the water

which

falls on the continental

United

States

[Yao, 1981], and about 85% of total ET in the Amazon rain
forest [Shuttleworth et al., 1984]. Kramer [1983] estimates
that evaporation from soil is only about 10% of the total
water loss in forests, and about 25% in meadows.
Plants limit their water lossbelow the potential rate chiefly
by closing their stomata, small openings on leaf surfaces,
under stressedconditions (see, for example, Kramer [ 1983]).
Stomata respond to light, humidity, soil moisture, tempera-
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ture, and wind speed [Larcher, 1980], any of which can
provide the necessarystress. When the stomata are closed,
carbon dioxide is not absorbed, photosynthesisis decreased,
and eventually the plant wilts. If this condition lasts sufficiently long, the plants cannot recover.
When stomata are closed, water loss is limited, which
reduces the value of/3. On the biome level, therefore, low
valuesof/3 in temperateareas imply stressedvegetation.In
arid areas, on the other hand, where plants have adjusted to
dry conditions,/3 is normally small, which limits photosynthesis and biomass, resulting in sparse vegetation cover.
Values of/3 for land surfacesin desertsare of the order of 0.2
(D. Hillel, personal communication, 1989).
It is this reasoning that led Thornthwaite [1948, p. 56] to
emphasizethe importanceof Ep in assessingmoistureavailability.
The vegetation of the desert is sparse and uses little water
because water is deficient. If more water were available, the
vegetation would be less sparse and would use more water.
There is a distinction then, between the amount of water that

actually transpiresand evaporates and that which would transpire and evaporate if it were available.

Since Ee representsthe value of ET which would prevail
under optimal growing conditions, Thornthwaite [1948, p.
75] concludes,
It is now apparentthat the actual evaporationand transpiration
from the soil is not what must be comparedwith precipitation in
order to obtain a moisture index, but, rather, the potential
evapotranspiration. Where precipitation is exactly the same as
potential evapotranspirationall the time and water is available
just as needed, there is neither water deficiency nor water
excess, and the climate is neither moist nor dry. As water
deficiencybecomeslarger with respect to potential evapotranspiration, the climate becomes arid; as water surplus becomes
larger, the climate becomes more humid.

The importance of potential evapotranspiration, as opposed to actual evapotranspiration,in determiningthe vegetation responseto climate on the biome level has generally
been recognized in climate classification schemes. For example, the well-known K6ppen [1936] classificationscheme
defines a dry climate (KOppen's "B" climate) as one in
which potential evapotranspiration exceeds precipitation;
included in this category are deserts, steppes, and prairies.
The same general procedure applies in numerous other
classification schemes [Prentice, 1990]
The above discussion

reveals

that the use of GCM

soil

moisture changes, which are approximated by changes in
precipitation minus evaporation (plus runoff), may not provide an adequate indication of future drought conditions.
Analysis which focuseson the changesin precipitation and
potential evapotranspiration could be more relevant. The
differencesbetween these two approacheswill become evident in the next section when we discuss the hydrology
schemescurrently used in GCMs.
3.

POTENTIAL

EVAPoTRANSPIRATION

AND IMPLICATIONS

IN GCMs

FOR SOIL MOISTURE

AND VEGETATION

CHANGES

In the GISS GCM, potential evapotranspirationis parameterized with an aerodynamic formulation in terms of the
difference between the (saturated) ground level specific

humidity qc, the atmosphericspecifichumidity qs (at ap-
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TABLE 1. Summer Hydrologic BudgetsAveraged Over the
United States for the Current Climate and the 2050s, in the
GCM
GISS

Current

Soil moisture, mm

and PDSI
GCM

PDSI

A2050s

89

2.19

Current

150

A2050s

-22.3

Precipitation,
mm

3.05

0.43

3.05

0.40

Evaporation, mm
d-I

3.52

0.28

3.32

0.68

Runoff,mmd -•

0.48

0.14

0.47

Water loss, mm

0.92

-0.01

0.89

0.23

-0.01

0.89

33.5

10

d-•

d-I
/3

E•,, mmd-]
Field capacity,

366

3.8
202
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[Carson, 1982], although the depth over which /$ or its
equivalentis calculatedvaries; in the GFDL model, a depth
of 1 m is used [Manabe, 1969]. The relationshipof/$ to
ground wetness in GCMs thus varies in a linear fashion, and
at least once available soil moisture drops below certain
levels, this is in accordancewith some observations[e.g.,
Rosenthal et al., 1985; Gollan et al., 1986].
The United States hydrologic balance for the GISS GCM
during summerfor the control run climate is shown in Table

1. Note in particularthe low value of/$, approximately20%.
This smallvalue of/$ is unrealisticfor the currentclimate, as
observationssuggesta value of/$ between0.6 and 0.9 [Hillel,
0.18
1980]. Given that plants grow optimally with a value of/$
0
closeto 1, the GISS model is effectively assumingthat plants
0.97 are growing poorly or are sparse (approximating desert

-0.14

mm

conditions); the PDSI has values of 0.2 for states without

much vegetation, such as Arizona. Furthermore, the E•,
Here/• is the efficiencyfactor and Ep is potentialevapotranspi- valuesobtainedare very large. Similar large E•, valuesare
ration.
obtained in the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
(GFDL) model [Delworth and Manabe, 1988]. Low values of

/$ characterizemany areas in the GCM (Figure 1).
The problem arisesbecausethe GISS GCM, as is the case
localturbulent
transfer
coefficient
CQ,
with the otherGCMs which have beenusedfor doubledCO2
climate change projections, does not actually contain a
Et, = CoV(qt•- qs)
(1)
vegetated surface, i.e., a canopy. Real world vegetation is
Actual ET is parameterizedas the product of E•, and the usually transpiring (has available water); thus available
efficiencyfactor fl,
energy is used for transpiration, and the canopy surface
temperature does not get very warm. In contrast, the land
ET =flEt,
(2)
surfacesin GCMs have limited water availability and expeFor actualland surfaceconditions,fl dependson soiltype, rience strongtemperatureincreasesduringsunlitportionsof
ground wetness, and plant properties [Baier et al., 1972; the day. As the ground temperature rises, large gradientsin
Hillel, 1971].In the GISS GCM we take flto be the fractional Tc - Ts becomeestablished,leadingto largevaluesof qa wetnessof the first layer of the ground(10 cm) or, duringthe qs, and largedragcoefficients.This increasesthe E•, values,
growing season, the sum of the two ground layers (4.1 m) dries out the soil, and lowers the value of/$ [e.g., Sud and
[Hansen et al., 1983]. This resultsin less evaporationas the Fennessy, 1982]. The low values of /$ keep ET rates at
grounddries. Other GCMs use a similar type of formulation reasonablelevels, given the large E•, values. Over water
proximately 30 m height), the surfacewind speedV, and the
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Fig. 1. Average value of fl in the GISS GCM during June-Augustfor the control run (current climate).
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surfaces, where /3 = 1, Ee = E, and the GCM rates are
reasonable(global average evaporation for the GISS current
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TABLE 2.

Comparison of SDDI and PDSI Absolute Index

Values for a Succession

of Months

P-

climatesimulation
is 3.1 mmd- l).

With

1o- Decrease

What effect does this deficiency have on the GCM estiMonth
mate of soil moisture change?Table 1 includesthe hydro1
2
3
4
5
6
logic changesover the contiguousUnited States averaged
for summersin the 2050s, usingthe climate changeestimates Changein - lo' -l•r
-l•r
-l•r
-l•r
-l•r
produced by the GISS GCM with trace gas increases asP- Ee
-1.9
-2.7
-3.4
-4.1
-4.7
-1.0
sumed in GISS scenario A [Hansen et al., 1988]. The large SDDI
-0.5
-1.0
-1.7
-2.2
-2.7
-3.1
temperatureincrease(of 4.2øC)resultsin a Ee increaseof PDSI
about 30% as Q6 and Qs go up accordingly.However, the
The r•sult of a 4.2•r increase is shown for the seventh
smallvalueof/3 limitsthe actualET changeto lessthan 10%,
as is shown schematicallyin alternative A below. Since the
ET increasedoes not exceed the precipitation increase, soil and the "moisture anomaly index" Z as
moisture does not changeappreciably.
ZSDDi= d/o'

(A) ET=/•smallEp (B) ET=/•largeEp (C) ET = l•Ee

in

Ee

7
+4.2•r

0.0
-0.2

month.

(4)

where tr is the interannualstandarddeviation in the monthly
P - Ep from the controlrun. The 'moistureanomalyindexZ

thus increasesby 1 whenever the difference between P and
Ep
for the currentmonthis 1 standarddeviationgreaterthan
$
the climatological control run difference.
With larger (and more realistic)valuesof/3, the response
As drought and soil moisture deficit are cumulative pheto large Ee increasesis to produceappreciableevaporation nomena, the drought index for the current month, Y(i), is
increases, reducing soil moisture (as we show below when related to the index from the previous month, Y(i - 1), as in
discussingthe PDSI results). This is illustratedin alternative the PDSI,
B. Then with reduced soil moisture, vegetation desiccation
Y(i) = 0.897 Y(i- 1) + Z(i)
(5)
is likely to arise on the short time scale, and, on the longer
time scalethere is likely to be a changeto sparservegetation.
Palmer [ 1965] found the value 0.897 to maintain the PDSI at
This would lead to a decrease in the efficiency factor /3,
a given level from month to month for rates of Z accumulawhich might offset the Ee increase, resultingin little ET
tion that maintain a drought of constant severity.
change (alternative C) but reduced biomass.
A prime benefit of the SDDI is that it is readily obtained
At this stage of GCM developmentwe cannot determine
for
the entire globe, without the necessity for deriving
which of the three alternative outcomes for ET and thus soil
specialcoefficientsfor individual areas, as is the casefor the
moisture will arise in any particular location. What they all
PDSI. Regional hydrological properties are represented in
have in commonis the drivingforce, the Ee increase.In this
the modelphysicsand the input data sets(i.e., soil and plant
paper, then, we define droughtas that conditionwhich arises
characteristics, topography, etc.). All that is needed to
from an excessof Ee over precipitation,which could result
generatethe SDDI are the monthly averagepotential evapoin either increased ET (soil moisture decrease) or decreased
transpirationand precipitation values for each grid box.
/3(biomassdecrease).In the followingstudywe make use of
The SDDI (and PDSI) indices range from negativevalues
an index derived directly from precipitation and potential
for dry months to positive values for wet months. Note that
evapotranspiration to evaluate the likelihood of future
this terminologyis utilized relative to local mean conditions,
droughts.
so that, for example, the Sahara normally does not have
more negative values than rain forests; at each location the
4.
DROUGHT INDICES
SDDI hasa climatologicalaveragevalue of zero by definition
4.1.

(as does the PDSI).
Table 2 shows the values of the SDDI averaged over the

The "Supply-Demand" Drought Index

Given the GCM magnitudeof potential evapotranspiration
shown in Table 1, we cannot use the simple rule that a dry
climate is one in which potential evapotranspirationexceeds
precipitation(Ee > P), either for the current climate or for
climate change projections. However, we can still use the
changein P - Ee to indicatechangesin the tendencytoward
drying conditions.As precipitationis the atmosphericsupply
of water and Ee is the atmosphericdemand, we use the
change in P - Ee, normalized to account for current
variability, to generate a drought index referred to as the
"supply-demand" drought index, or SDDI. In a form analogous to that of the Palmer drought severity index (PDSI),
we definethe differencebetweenthe actualP - Ee and the
model's climatologicalaverage for each grid box as

dSDDI= P- Ee- (P- Ep)clim

(3)

United Statesfor a 1tr deficit in P - Ep for 6 monthsin a
row, compared with the PDSI for a similar string of deficit
months. The SDDI grows in value somewhat more rapidly

thanthePDSI;if we hadusedZ = d (2tr)-1, thentheSDDI
would have grown somewhatmore slowly. In either case, it
is clear that the absolute value of the index cannot be used to

define the actual drought severity, as it probably should not
be for the PDSI [Alley, 1984].
In the subsequentanalysiswe determinefor the region in
question(either global land areas or the contiguousUnited
States), the range of SDDI and PDSI drought indices in the
control run for the 1%, 5%, 16%, and 36% most severe
droughts and floods. The same values are then used to
determine "droughts" or "floods" for the climate change
experiments,and it is thesepercentagesto which we refer in
the results section.
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4.2.

The Palmer Drought Severity Index

The PDSI is a widely used index for evaluating drought
conditions

in the United

States. It has been the chief index

for comparinghistorical droughts [e.g., Karl and Quayle,
1981; Karl and Koscielny, 1982; Diaz, 1983; Hecht, 1983].
This index has been derived empirically and has many
arbitrary rules, some of which will be discussedbelow, and
is thus subject to criticism [e.g., Alley, 1984]. Nevertheless,
its wide use and continued promulgation by the National
Weather Service in evaluating drought-flood conditions
make it usefulfor puttingthe future climatedroughtsituation
in a familiar perspective, and for comparisonwith the SDDI
defined above.

Potential evapotranspirationis a key componentin analysisof PDSI [Palmer, 1965].Karl and Quayle [1981]analyzed
historical monthly data for the United States from 1895 to
1980, and in the process showed the correlation between
PDSI values and the "moisture balance" (precipitation
minus potential evaportranspiration). Years of extreme
drought are equally well characterized by both methods.
This fact provides some justification for the formulation of
the SDDI (together with its simplicity and the fact that the
PDSI parameters are not available globally).
The PDSI uses the Thornthwaite [1948] method to calculate E•,. In this approach,the first step is to derive monthly
(i) and annual (/) heat indices for each location

i -- (T/5)1.514

(6)
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itation are input to a code for individual states provided by
the National Climate Data Center. Model-produced temperatures and precipitation for each state come from the grid
box encompassingthe major portion of that state (for comparisonpurposes,the same procedurewas followed for the
SDDI). From the input climatology, the two Thornthwaite
parameters I and m are calculated for the potential evapotranspirationestimate,as are four other coefiScients
(a, fl, %
$) which represent the ratios of actual to potential evaporation (Ep), recharge(PR), runoff (PRO) and soil moistureloss
(PL), respectively. From these values, the difference d
between the actual precipitation P and the "climatically
appropriate for existing conditions" precipitation is calculated as

dpDSI= P-

PL)

(10)

(Note that the coefiScienta in PDSI notation is what we have

The moisture anomaly Z is defined as

ZPDSI= Kd

(11)

where K is a monthly weighting factor derived from the
temperature and hydrologic variables [see Alley, 1984].
Finally, the PDSI value for a given month, X(i), is derived
from the expression
X(i) = 0.897 X(i-

(7)

unadjustedE•, = 1.6(10 x T/I) m cm

(a E•, +/3 PR + y PRO -/i

referred to as /3, the ratio between actual and potential
evaporation, in the discussionabove and in Table 1; we will
continueto call it/3 sincethis is the terminologyused in the
discipline, except when we are showingPDSI calculations).

12

where T is the long-term average temperature in degrees
Celsiusfor the particular month. The unadjustedEp for a
given month is obtained from the formula

9987

1) + Z(i)/3

(12)

Expressions(10) through (12) can be compared with their
SDDI equivalent (equations (3)-(5)), which have a similar
form. In the following analysis we use both indices to
evaluate the likelihood of future drought, given the GISS
GCM climate projections.

(8)
5.

where m depends on I, as
5.1.

m = (6.75x 10- 7)•3_ (7.71x 10- 5)12

RESULTS

SDDI Analysis: Transient Experiment

Monthly values for the relevant quantities in equations
(3)-(5) and the correspondingSDDI values were generated
The unadjustedE•, values are then correctedfor day length for each grid box of the GISS 8ø x 10øresolution model from
from tables. Note that this formula is applied only for a 100-year control run with 1958 atmospheric composition
temperatures less than 80øF; for higher temperatures, E•, [Hansen et al., 1988].This model has a climate sensitivityof
dependsonly on temperature, not on I and m.
4.2øCfor doubledCO2. We then calculatewhat percentage
In addition to the calculation of E•,, the PDSI has a of the time each SDDI value occursfor a given location; the
complete water balance model, including runoff, evapora- limiting values for the contiguous United States during
tion, and water storage, which differ from the GCM's
summer are shown in Table 3, along with the corresponding
parameterizations and budgets. The hydrologic budgetsde- PDSI value calculated in three different ways (section 6.2,
rived from the GISS control run temperaturesand precipi- below). In absolute terms, the SDDI values are somewhat
tation are shown in Table 1, alongwith the PDSI input data more negative or positive for the most extreme events
for water-holding capacity based on soil type. Note that (droughts and floods) than the PDSI values. This makes no
comparedwith the GCM, the Palmer budget for the current differencein the climate changeresults, which are presented
climate has lower water-holding capacity yet more soil in terms of their frequencies of occurrence in the 100 year
moisture during summer, and a much larger value of/3. It control run or in the 1951-1980 climatology.
We use the climate change projections for trace gas
alsohasa much smallervalue of E•,. The PDSI water budget
values appear to be closer to expectationsthan those of the growth scenario A in which radiative greenhouse forcing
GISS model, at least for vegetated surfaces. Notice also that continues to grow at an exponential rate [Hansen et al.,
the rates of evaporation,runoff, and soil moisturelossduring 1988]. Plate 1 showsthe June-August drought index for four
summer are almost the same as those in the GCM.
years, 1969, 1999, 2029, and 2059. These can be compared
To calculate the PDSI, monthly temperatures and precip- with four other summers during those decades (given by

+ (1.79x 10-2)1 + 0.492

(9)
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TABLE 3.
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Absolute Drought Index Values Which are Exceeded Less Than a Given Percentage
of the Time Averaged Over the United States in Summer

SDDI
PDSI-base
PDSI-ratio
PDSI-actual

<-1%

<-5%

<-16%

<-36%

>36%

>16%

>5%

>1%

-9.6
-5.7
-5.9
-5.6

-6.3
-4.0
-4.1
-4.0

-3.3
-2.4
-2.5
-2.4

-0.9
- 1.0
-1.0
-0.9

1.5
0.9
1.0
1.0

3.4
2.3
2.5
2.5

5.3
3.6
4.1
3.9

7.2
4.9
6.0
5.2

Negative values mean dry conditions. See text for PDSI methods.

Hansen et al. [1989]), which show the same basic characteristics. In 1969 there is an equal distribution of wet and dry
regions,with extreme occurrencesrandomly distributedand
infrequent. By 1999, very dry conditions occur over some
tropical and subtropicalland masses.In 2029 the dry regions
have expanded, pushinginto the United States and increasing in drought intensity, and by 2059, extreme drought
covers most mid-latitude locations, including the contiguous
United States, while extreme flood conditions are found at
the highest latitudes. Note that if trace gas increases are
slower than is projected in scenarioA or climate sensitivity

a similar result using the Thornthwaite method for calculat-

ing E•, with both GISS and GFDL doubledCO2 results.In
some seasonsthis is mitigated by the higher latitudes showing greater magnitudes of warming, but in summer the
warming is relatively independent of latitude in the GISS
GCM.

The frequency of occurrenceof the "5% drought" (SDDI
values which were exceeded only 5% of the time in the
control run) in the United States for the summers of the
1990s is shown in the top left-hand portion of Plate 2.
Droughts are already on the increase by this time, with
higher frequency of the 5% drought occurring in some
is less, these effects will be modifiedaccordingly.
The variation of drought occurrencewith time is shownin southeasternand westernportions of the United States. This
Figure 2 for scenario A averaged over all land points for regional distinction is associatedwith a changedcirculation
June-August. Extreme drought conditions occurring less due to increasing land-ocean contrast. Because the ocean
than 1% of the time in the control run increasein frequency warms more slowly, high-pressuresystemsover the ocean
during the next century to close to 50% by 2060, the time of are intensified, leading to greater southerly flow of warm air
global average temperature change of 4.2øC (equivalent to along the gulf coastal states, and greaterly northerly flow of
the equilibriumwarmingfor doubledCO2). We can seefrom dry air in the west. Similar processescan be seen elsewhere
Plate 1 that the increased drought frequency is associated (Plate 1); for example, the warming is limited in northwestwith a northward movementof droughtregionsas well as an ern Europe owing to the intensified offshore high pressure
increase in drought severity at particular locations. The and more northerly winds, while drier conditionsprevail in
regions affected first are those which are warmest to begin the eastern Mediterranean, from the circulation around a
with; from the Claussius-Clapeyronequation, an incremen- relative heat low in northern Africa.
The frequencies of occurrence of the 5% drought in the
tal increase in temperature produces a greater increase in
atmosphericmoisture-holdingcapacity when the tempera- 2020s and 2050s are shown in the upper left-hand comer of
ture is warmer. The warmest regions thus have a larger Plate 3 and Plate 4, respectively. In the 2020s, southern
changein potential evapotranspiration;Mather [1987]found regions experience much greater frequency of drought,
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SeasonalVariation of SDDI Drought-Flood Categories

<-5%

<-

16%

<-36%

>36%

> 16%

>5%

>1%

1990s

Spring

1

7

22

40

32

17

7

2

Summer
Fall
Winter
Annual

1
1
2
1

7
6
7
7

19
21
16
20

38
44
44
42

37
31
33
33

18
13
14
15

8
6
6
7

1
1
1
1

Spring

8

17

40

67

16

6

3

1

Summer
Fall
Winter
Annual

7
6
5
7

14
16
20
17

32
43
45
40

61
67
69
66

17
16
15
16

6
7
7
7

2
1
2
2

0
0
0
0

Spring

38

52

68

80

10

5

1

0

Summer
Fall
Winter
Annual

21
31
32
30

38
56
53
50

63
73
68
68

80
85
83
82

9
8
10
9

2
2
4
3

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

2020s

2050s

All values are percentages.

althoughmost of the country is affected. This is associated
with the generalnorthwardprogressionof largeEv increases
shown in Plate 1. By the 2050s, droughts occur in some
regions80% of the time as large Ev increasescover midlatitudes (Plate 1).

extreme drought (1%) increase noticeably by that time but
have their biggestjump near 2030. As can be seenfrom Plate
1, it is at this time that the large increasesseenin the tropics
and subtropicsin earlier decadesreach the United States on
the average.

To illustrate the method of calculation with the notation in

equations (3)-(5), for the summer of the 2050s, we can use
the control run and climate changesgiven in Table 1. For the

currentclimate, P - Ev = -30.4, and for the 2050s,P - Ev
= -40.0. Thus, dSDDI= --9.6. With the standarddeviation
tr (equation(4)) = 15.8,ZSDDi= --0.53. With this value of Z,
the average change in index Y (equation (5)) was equal to
-5.4.

It is important to note that these changes are driven
primarily by the increasedpotential evapotranspirationassociatedwith temperature changes,not by changesin precipitation. For example, the increase in the 5% drought in
Alabama in all 3 decades is accompaniedby little overall
precipitation change, and as noted in Table 1, summer
rainfall increases for the United

States in the 2050s. Given

the relative similarity in temperatureprojectionsamongthe
different GCM groups, SDDI results shouldbe more robust
and reproducible from model to model than indices associated with hydrologic variables alone.
Results have been presentedfor summer, but drought in
other seasonsis a concern as well. As the monthly drought
index is a function of the previous value, there is some
continuity from seasonto season, although individual areas
may differ. Table 4 gives the averagesover the United States
for the different drought-flood categories in the different
seasons.By the 2050s, the drought values for summer are
actually the least for any season, owing to the reduced
warming and also somewhat greater precipitation increase
during this time of year.
To summarize the results for the country as a whole,
Figure 3 shows the variation of the annual average 1%, 5%,
and 16% dry categories averaged over the United States,
given as 5-year running means. Dry conditions (i.e., 16%
occurrencein the control run) are experiencedin a sustained
fashion in the early 2000s. Drought conditions (5%) and

5.2.

PDSI Analysis: Transient Experiment

The PDSI evaluates anomalous years within a climate
regime. The "expected" values are derived from the full set
of years under consideration,and the anomalousyear stands
out in contrast to these expectations. In this context, climatology (either observed or modeled) is used to generate the
coefficientsfor the expectedvalues, and the climate change
results represent the anomalous years. In particular, it is

importantnot to recalculatethe coefficientsfor Ev as climate
changes,to avoid underestimatingEv for the new climate.
Three different methods are used in applying model climate changesto the PDSI. The simplestprocedure is to use
real world climatology (from 1951 to 1980) to derive the
Thornthwaite Ev parameters and the PDSI coefficients,and
then apply the model-predicted changes to the observed
temperature and precipitation values. This procedure is used
for the doubled CO2 results presented at the end of this
section. As it uses the base climatology, it is referred to as
the "base case" (PDSI-base, or PDSI-B).
Alternatively, the GCM values for the current climate can
be used to generate the coefficientsfor the individual states.
The climate change results are then used with these control
run coefficients, which differ from the real world values on

account of the difference in the model's temperature and
(especially) precipitation values from observations. As this
approachusesactual climate changeestimates, it is referred
to as "PDSI-actual" (PDSI-A).
In the third approach, the GCM values are modified. By
comparisonof the model and observedclimatologies,a ratio
is constructedindicatinghow far off the model's temperature
and precipitation values are for each location. This ratio is

then applied to the GCM temperature and precipitation, for
both the control run and the climate change estimates. The
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As in Figure 2 except showing 5-year running (centered) mean annual-averagedvalues for the contiguous
United

underlying assumptionis that if the model producestwice as
much rain as is observed, its precipitation changeswill be 2
times too large. While this assumption may have some
validity [Rind, 1988b], at the very least it is unlikely to be
quantitatively accurate; furthermore, the temperature and
precipitation changesare no longer self-consistent(since the
corrective factor is generally different for the two quantities). Since this technique corrects model resultsthroughthe
use of ratios, it is referred to as "PDSI-ratio" or (PDSI-R).
The indices that are exceeded to produce the different
categories of drought and flood are given in Table 3, and
these are then used to define the future drought categories.
(Note that 5% drought correspondsto a PDSI value close to
-4, the value that represents the beginning of "extreme
drought" in PDSI characterizations).
The results for the actual and ratio methods are shown as

the top right and bottom left images in Plates 2-4 for the
1990s, 2020s, and 2050s. There are obviously many similarities in the changesshown by all three indices; in magnitude,
the PDSI-actual, and PDSI-ratio values seem to bracket the

SDDI. In the west, the PDSI-ratio method shows greater
drought tendencies than does PDSI-actual. With the ratio
method, the temperature changes are not altered greatly,
since the GCM reproduces observed temperatures fairly
well; however, the precipitation changesare altered significantly, being reduced in the west where the model has too
much rain for the current climate. The precipitation changes
thus become lesseffective in the west relative to temperature
in the PDSI-ratio, and larger drought increasesare indicated

States.

tion changesis explored further in Table 5, which gives the
percentageoccurrence of states in each drought-floodcategory for specified changes to the climatological data. For
example, a 4.4øC change in temperature (close to the doubled CO2 climate changeover the United States) increases
the mean PDSI to -5.6 and the 1% drought category in the
climatology to 48%. To bring the mean PDSI back to 0
requiresa 30% precipitationincreaseover the United States.
The small precipitation change for the United States pre-

dicted by the GISS GCM for doubled CO2 (of 6.33%) is
completely dominatedby the temperature effect, as is shown
in the table.

A comparison of the changes forecast by the different
indices and techniques for the full range of droughts and
floodsis presentedin Table 6 for the summersof the 1990s,
2020s, and 2050s. The PDSI-ratio shows a slightly higher
frequency of the most extreme droughts, while the SDDI has
slightly more negative values overall. Nevertheless, the
three indices produce relatively similar results.
We illustrate the PDSI-actual changes for summer of the
2050s using the results shown in Table 1, and the average
values of the coefficients. Using equation (10), and substituting in the values appropriate for the United States as a
whole, we get

dpnsi= P - (a E•, +/3 PR + 3' PRO -/5 PL)
= 4.22 - (0.88 ß 5.83 + 0.04 ß 1.87
+ 0.09 * 6.10 - 0.27 * 3.90)

there.

The sensitivity of the PDSI to temperature and precipita-

= - 0.48

(13)
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PDSI Sensitivity Tests Averaged Over the United States in Summer

Climatic Change <-1%
+ IøF (0.55øC)
+2øF (1. IøC)
+4øF (2.2øC)
+8øF (4.4øC)
+8øF, +6.3%P
+8øF, +20%P
+8øF, +30%P
+8øF, +40%P
+8øF, +50%P
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<-5%

2
4
11
48
32
12
5
3
1

<-16%

8
13
30
72
56
27
14
7
4

<-36%

24
33
55
87
76
45
27
16
10

>36%

>16%

>5%

>1%

Mean PDSI

29
23
13
3
6
23
40
58
72

12
8
4
1
2
11
24
44
61

3
2
1
0.1
0.3
4
12
28
48

0.5
0.3
0.1
0
0
0.7
5
15
32

-0.6
-1.2
-2.5
-5.6
-4.4
-1.8
0.0
1.3
2.9

45
54
73
93
87
61
43
29
19

P indicates precipitation.

Then, from (11) we obtain the moisture anomaly

in Figure 3 shows that the three indices have the same
general track with time but on the annual average, the SDDI
reaches somewhat higher values due to the absence of the
backtracing feature.

ZPDSi= kd
= 1.44 ß (- 0.48)

5.3.
=

PDSI Analysis' Doubled C02

- 0.69

Finally, we appliedthe PDSI analysisto the doubledCO2
changesproduced in the GISS model [Hansen eta!., 1984]
-2.2 for the PDSI-actual
in summer. Note that the moisture
and for comparison, to the results from the GFDL model
anomalyZPDSIis similar in magnitudeto ZSDDIbecauseof [Manabe and Wetheraid, 1987] as well. Ten-year averages
the normalizationsused, despitethe fact that the Ep values were usedfrom the equilibriumdoubledCO: resultsin each
are very different. Differences in average value of the two case. As was noted previously, the technique involved
indices may arise because the PDSI has a "backtracking" altering the historical monthly values for each state from
feature which does not appear in the SDDI. As shownby the 1951 through 1980, which means that the variability being
example given in Table 2, both the PDSI and the SDDI
usedfor the doubledCO: climate is the sameas the current
requirethe sameincreasein (P - Ep)/o'for 1 monthto return variability, rather than that inherent in either the GISS or
their index to zero. However, the PDSI is also reset to zero GFDL GCMs. Rind et al. [1989] show that the modeled
whenever a "percentage probability" that an established hydrologic variability increases in general in the warmer
drought or wet spell has ended is exceeded [Palmer, 1965] climate, while temperature variability decreases, and these
(usually accomplishedby having several wet or dry months changes,of the order of 10%, are probably amplifying the
in a row). As the SDDI does not have this "automatic
previous results somewhat.
The results for the 5% drought (using the PDSI-B criteria
return" feature, it is consistentlydriven to higher values by
the continued warming.
presented in Table 3) are shown in Plate 5. Both models
The 5-year running mean PDSI drought percentagesfor indicatea large increasein droughtfrequency, but the GFDL
the United States as a whole are presentedfor the actual and resultsare more extreme than the GISS doubledCO: results
ratio methodsin Figures4 and 5. Comparisonwith the SDDI because the GFDL simulation produces warmer temperaThis mean moistureanomalyproducesan averagechangeof

TABLE 6.

Variation of Drought-Flood PercentagesDuring Summer

<-1%

<-5%

<-16%

7
8
7

19
20
17

<-36%

>36%

>16%

>5%

>1%

1990s

SDDI
PDSI-ratio
PDSI-actual

0.7
2
0.4

SDDI
PDSI-ratio
PDSI-actual

7
8
4

14
16
10

32
29
25

SDDI
PDSI-ratio
PD S I-actual

21
22
10

39
41
26

63
58
52

PDSI-B
PDSI-B

31
67

51
83

38
41
37

37
37
39

18
22
25

8
7
8

0.7
0.7
2

61
49
44

17
28
33

6
9
15

2
2
6

0.2
0.2
1

80
74
67

9
13
16

2
5
6

1
1
2

0.3
0.2
0.6

11
1

5
1

1
0.5

0.3
0.3

2020s

2050s

Doubled C02
GISS
GFDL

All values are percentages.

71
93

82
98
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As in Figure 2 using the PDSI-actual data.
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tures and less rainfall

in summer

relative

to its control

run

than the changesthat occurred in the GISS doubled CO2
experiment. This result emphasizes that the GISS GCM
climate warming projections are not overly extreme within
the context of other modeling groups. As is shown in Table
5, the average PDSI change over the U.S. in the doubled
CO2 summer(4.4øCincrease,6.33% precipitationincrease)
is -4.4, which in PDSI terminology gives extreme drought
as the average condition.
The percentageoccurrencesin the different doubledCO2
drought categories are shown in Table 6. The difference
betweenthe PDSI value for the GISS doubledCO2 and the
value for the 2050s is due primarily to the aforementioned
"backtracking feature," which comes into play more often
with the variability inherent in the transient experiment
results than with the average doubled CO2 changes appended onto each of the base case months. The method used
for the doubled CO2 analysisapplied an averagechangeto
the observed data, which in effect meant that every month
was made warmer. The backtracking-resettingfeature was
thus minimized. With the actual model variability, drought
was terminated more often, and the drought index did not
build to as large values.
6.

6.1.

DISCUSSION

Likelihood of Future Drought

Both drought indices show increasedlikelihood of drought
as the climate warms, and for the latter half of the next

century they indicate that the 5% drought occursthe majority of the time. The forecast therefore does not depend on
the exact definition of the droughtindex employed, nor on a
specificmethod of calculatingE•,. Nevertheless,given the
uncertainties in climate projections, how much confidence
can we place in these results?
Both droughtindicesare dominatedby the changein E•,
due to the warmer climate, explicitly in the SDDI and
implicitly in the PDSI with its E•, changesefficiently converted into evaporation increases. The results therefore
depend on the magnitude of the climate warming, as well as
its timing. In the doubledCO2 experiments,both the GISS
and GFDL models produce --•4øCglobal average warming,
and if the true climate sensitivity is somewhatdifferent, the
drought occurrence will be modified accordingly. The treatment of clouds is especiallyimportant in this regard and will
also affect local ground temperatureand E•, results. In the
transient experiment the results shown here are from scenario A, in which trace gasescontinueto increaseexponentially. If the rate of future trace gas growth is slower, then
the increase in drought frequency also will be slower.
The increaseof droughtin the tropicsis heavily dependent
upon the magnitude of the tropical warming. Currently,
models differ on the amount of warming to be expected at
low latitudes; for example, the GFDL model produces
considerably less tropical warming than the GISS model
[e.g., Rind, 1987]. The true climate sensitivity in this area is
especially uncertain.
The SDDI indicates extreme drought in the 2050s and
doubledCO2 climate, despitethe fact that the GISS hydrologic balance showslittle changein soil moisture (Table 1).
This is becausethe smallvalue of/3 in the modelpreventsthe
E•, increasefrom being effectively translated into increased
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ET; carried to an extreme if/3 were to approach zero, even
infinite temperature increases would not produce large increases in evaporation. This is the case of alternative A in
section 3.

Were the model to have a more realistic ground hydrology
scheme, it is possible that it would produce more evaporation, which might lead to more precipitation than is currently
estimated, or, by reducing the soil moisture, result in even
less precipitation over land. On a global basis, four GCMs
run for doubled CO2 all produce global precipitation increases in the range 9-15% [Grotch, 1989], which is much
less than the 33% increase in atmospheric water-holding
capacity that results from the 4øC warming. However, as
none of these models has realistic land surface parameterizations, the possibility exists that they all produce unrealistic precipitation responsesover land.
The samecomment applies to the PDSI calculations. Here
Ep changes are effectively converted to evaporation
changes,so the Palmer balance gives a much larger increase
in evaporation than is the case in the GCM. The Palmer
hydrologicbalance is indicative of alternative B describedin
section 3. The large evaporation increase leads to a soil
moisture decrease of some 15% in the 2050s for the United

States as a whole, and much larger decreases for certain
states (Plate 4), while runoff in the 2050s decreasesby 30%
(Table 1) (similar to the results presented by Revelle and
Waggoner [1983] in their empirical sensitivity studies of the
effects of doubled CO2 temperature on runoff). For the
doubledCO2 climate with the GISS model, the PDSI summer soil moisture

decrease

for the United

States is 27%.

However, the PDSI utilizes the temperature and precipitation changesgeneratedby the GISS model. As is indicatedin
Table 5, if the warmingwere accompaniedby a 30% increase
in precipitation, the mean PDSI would return to 0. Note,
though, that even in this case extremes still increase; even
with the current land surface model, the GISS GCM produces greater hydrologic variability in the warmer climate
[Rind et al., 1989].
We can estimatein a crude fashion how the low/3 values
in the GCM influence the climate changeresults by comparing the doubledCO2 changesover a surfacewith a highvalue
of/3, the oceans(with/3 = 1), to those over land. Precipitation increases over land were actually larger than over the
ocean by a factor of 2, implying that the forecast of increasing droughtis not stronglydependenton the low changeof/3.
The global precipitation change is controlled by the change
in evaporationfrom the ocean. In the doubledCO2 equilib-

rium, over land ATc = 4.5øC, and ATs = 4.48øC, so the
saturatedvalue of Qc - Qs increasesby some 40%. In
contrast,over the oceansATa = 3.0øCand ATs = 3.2øC,so
the saturatedvalue of Qa - Qs increasesby only 16%. The
ocean increase would have been 30% if Ta - Ts had
remained constant, but the land surface warms more than

the ocean (which readily respondsto increased energy with
fluxes of latent heat); the warmer air from the land then
moves

out over

the

ocean

and reduces

the lower

level

vertical temperature gradient (aided by the radiative effect of
increasedatmosphericopacity). Ep over the oceanis further
reduced because the increase in low level stability reduces
the drag coefficient (equation (1)). The land-ocean warming
contrastlimits the ability of the ocean evaporationand global

precipitation(AP = 11%) to keep pace with the Etoincrease
over land. In the transient experiment the land-ocean warm-
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ing contrast is even greater by 2060 owing to the longer
ocean responsetime, so AP = 9.5%.
The droughtindices emphasizean imbalancedriven by the
Clausius-Clapeyronrelationship.As the summerwarmingis
relatively uniform, the E•, increaseis greatestwhere air is
already warmest (i.e., low to middle latitudes), where the
greatestabsolutechangein moisure-holdingcapacity occurs.
The generalprecipitationincreaseoccurswhere the absolute
moisture increase needed to achieve saturation is least, at
higherlatitudeswhere the temperatureis coolest.For example, a warming of 5øC will increase the moisture-holding

capacityof tropicalsurfaceair (at 25øC)by --•2.8g kg-l,
while a similarwarmingat high latitudes(at 0øC)providesan

increase
of--•0.7g kg-l . Withonlyonethirdof theneeded
moisture supplied in the tropics (as in the example given
above), when transportedto higher latitudesthis is sufficient
to saturate. The disparity in locations of increasingatmosphericdemand(E•,) versusincreasingsupply(P) produces
the results shown in Plate 1.
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with a forest stand simulation model [Shugart, 1984; Solomon, 1986]to estimatechangesin forest compositionin the
easternUnited States. The vegetation was given 300 years to
adjustto the different climate, so the resultsdo not represent
the transient response, although subtropicaltrees were not
allowed to migrate into the southern regions. The tree
biomass in the eastern United

States simulated

at 28 loca-

tions decreasedby an average of 40%, respondingto both
increasedtemperature directly, and to temperature effects
on the hydrologiccycle (through increasedE•,).
Peart et al. [1989], Ritchie et al. [1989], and Rosenzweig
[1989] used the CERES and SOYGRO crop models for
wheat, corn, and soybeans to estimate the impact of the
doubledCO• climate changeson yields for selectedsitesin
the Great Lakes region, the southeastUnited States, and the
southern Great Plains. The yield decreases averaged over
the different regions amounted to about 30% for the three
crops with the GISS doubled CO• climate changes.Again,
the responsewas primarily a result of increased temperature; the GISS doubledCO• precipitationchangesaveraged
over the United Statesare actually slightlypositive. With the
GFDL doubled CO• changes,in which United States precipitation decreasesand temperatureincreasesare large, the
agricultural yields averaged a 50% reduction. For both
forests and crops, growing conditions improve at higher
latitudes,where crops are currently limited by short growing
seasonsand low temperatures (and where the SDDI shows
reduced drought frequencies (Plate 1)).
These models may be underestimating the actual vegetative responseas a result of their methodsof calculatingE•,.
The forest model recalculatesthe Thornthwaite E•, coefficients for the doubled CO2 climate, which reducesthe E•,
change by implicitly assuminga more adaptive vegetation
type. With the altered coefficients,the E•, change for the
United States is underestimatedby 30% when compared
with the Priestly-Taylor method [Priestly and Taylor, 1972]
used in the crop models, which itself may underestimateE•,
in advective conditions [Rosenberg et al., 1983]. In studies
of vegetative reaction to climate change, it is important to
quantify E•, and its changesas precisely as possible.
A third approach to estimating possible vegetation
changesis representedby the climate-vegetationclassification schemes,which, as we noted earlier, have historically
recognizedthe importanceof E•,. We use two such schemes
to look at the latitudinal average change in vegetation type
impliedby the GISS doubledCO• climatechanges.Shownin
Table 7 are the averagevalues of temperatureand precipi-

To prevent E•, from increasingin the warmer climate, the
tropical relative humidity would have to increase by some
10% (using typical values from (1)). This is not likely from
the standpointof local dynamicsbecauseconvection,which
tends to dry the environment, should increase. It would be
possible if poleward moisture transport were to decrease
significantly.This dependson low latitude dynamics (i.e.,
Hadley cell), which acts to transport energy away from the
tropics. An increase in tropical relative (and absolute) humidity would reduce outgoinglongwaveradiation, making it
harder for the tropics to cool, and intensifyingthe need for
poleward transports. Consistent with this reasoning, the
modelsdo not find increasedrelative humidity in the tropics
in the warmer climate and do indicate increasedpoleward
moisture transport [e.g., Rind, 1986, 1987], which leads to
supersaturationand rainfall increasesat high latitudes.
The determinationof which local areas will be impacted
most severely depends on regional climate simulationsin
GCMs, which are generally thought to be unreliable. However, as was noted in the discussionof the results, the model
shows some specificregional sensitivitieswhich are associated with the lag in ocean warming during the transient
climate change. This is a reasonable feature of the climate
system, which could be altered only by some processthat
has not been included, such as changein ocean heat transports. Note that while different model simulations for doubled CO2 have failed to show consistentregional changes,
they have not had the benefit of this transient oceanic
response,sincethe equilibrium resultshave given the oceans tation over land from the GISS GCM for both the current
time to warm fully.
and doubledCO• climatesimulationsalongwith E•, changes
calculated from the Thornthwaite method (without recalculating the coefficients).Currently, E•, exceedsP only in the
6.2. The Vegetative Responseto Increased E•,
subtropics. In the doubled CO• climate, E•, exceeds P
The GISS GCM and PDSI hydrologicresponsesare indic- everywhere south of 35øN. In the K6ppen classification
ative of alternativesA and B, respectively,from section3, schemethis implies a shift in vegetation at these latitudes to
both of which effectively assume no change in vegetation. "dry climate vegetation" (deserts, steppes,and prairies). In
Here we explore the possibilitythat alternative C may occur: the Holdridge [ 1947] classificationscheme, on the latitudinal
a reduction in ET efficiency(/3) as the vegetationis desic- average, "moist forest" shiftsto "dry forest" (e.g., subtropcated and/or replacedby more sparsevegetation.To quan- ical rainforest to woodlands and grassland), and "dry fortify prospective vegetation changes, we have examined est" to "very dry forest."
different models of vegetative response to the projected
The Holdridge schemechangesin vegetation types repredoubledCO2 climate.
sent a decrease in net primary productivity (NPP, the net
Overpeck and Bartlein [1989] used the doubled CO2 carbon incorporated into the biosphere after autotropic
climate changesgeneratedby the GISS model in conjunction respiration has been accounted for) of some 30% and 70%
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TABLE 7.
Current

Annual Average Values Over Land

Climate

Doubled C02

P, mm
T, øC

d-1

Ee, mm

Latitude

d-1

T, øC

4ø N
12ø N
20ø N
27ø N
35ø N
43 ø N

24.4
25.0
24.4
19.3
10.3
7.5

5.2
4.1
2.5
2.2
2.5
2.3

4.0
4.0
3.9
3.1
1.7
1.2

28.1
28.9
28.9
23.6
14.8
11.8

per unit area, respectively,usingthe NPP estimatesof Fung
et al. [1987].This reductionin carbonuptakewould likely be
associatedwith reducedvalues of/3; it would also affectthe
globalcarboncycle. To quantifythis effect, the studyneeds
to be done by consideringindividual geographicregionsand
the imperfections of the schemes.
The biomass and vegetation classificationresults presented above did not take into account the so-called "direct
effect" of carbon dioxide. Increased concentrations of atmo-

spheric CO2 have been shown to allow plant stomata to
remain partially closedand limit transpirativewater loss; at
the same time, photosynthetic rates may be enhanced,
especiallyin specieswith the C3 photosyntheticpathway
(see, for example, Strain and Cure [1985]). Stomatal closure
would decreasetranspirativeefficiency(/3), as in alternative
C, without limiting vegetation function. While these effects
have been demonstratedin experimentalsettings,their applicability outside of the enclosedsystemsin which they
have been observed, for example, over wide geographical
areas and long time periods, is currently being debated
[K6rner, 1990].

Furthermore, the impact of the increasedtemperatureon
the energy of the plants must still be addressed.The only
mechanismthe plant leaf has to remove energythat doesnot
involve a temperature increase is through transpiration;if
transpiration is decreased, the leaf temperature tends to
increase,amplifyingthe leaf-to-air vapor pressuredeficit. As
was illustrated previously for the bare ground simulatedby
GCMs, this tends to increaseEp, the atmosphericdemand
for moisture,and nullify part of the effect of stomatalcontrol
[Allen et al., 1985]. Additionally, increasingtemperatureis
itself detrimentalto the plant, affectingphotosynthesisand
phenologicalprocessesif temperature optima are exceeded
[e.g., Larcher, 1980]. As plant transpirationdepartsfurther
from the potentialrate, it seemslikely that plant growthwill
be further from optimal.
Whether increasedE•, leadsdirectly to soil moistureloss,
vegetation desiccation, or a simultaneous occurrence of

both, the long-termresult (decadesto millenia) will likely be
the same. The

15-30%

reduction

in soil moisture

for the

United Statesas a whole projectedby the Palmerhydrologic
balancewould likely result in severe vegetationdesiccation;
in the forest stand model referred to previously, a 15%
decrease in precipitation resulted in equilibrium biomass
decreasesof 50% in somelocations.Conversely,withoutthe
stabilizingeffect of vegetation,runoff increasesas the impact
of raindrops on the bare soil surface causes impervious
cruststo form, reducinginfiltration and soil moisture. On the

P, mm

Ee, mm

5.7
4.6
2.8
2.5
2.8
2.5

5.8
5.9
5.6
4.5
2.8
2.1

d-1

d-1

longer time scales,lack of biological activity would lead to
decreasedsoil production and increased erosion, reducing
soil depth and water holding capacity. The absence of
vegetation also increases the surface albedo, which can
stabilizethe atmosphereand reduce rainfall [Charney et al.,
1977]. In the GISS GCM, both reduced field capacity and
increased albedo have the ability to reduce rainfall totals
significantly, especially at low latitudes and in the summer
hemisphere [Rind, 1984].
Probablythe mostlikely resultof increasedEe in the short
run will be to decrease the soil moisture more than occurs in

the GISS GCM and to decrease/3 by reducing vegetation
biomass

more

than

occurs

in the

PDSI.

Desertification

would then proceed, to whatever degree, by an interaction
between

6.3.

the two effects.

Paleoclimate Analoguesfor Warmth and Drought

If large Ee increasesultimately result in desertification,
the processshould be apparent in palcoclimate reconstructions. Do past climates which are known to have been warm
show extreme

desiccation

or arid conditions?

A character-

istic feature of the global SDDI (Plate 1) is that as the climate
warms, lower latitudes are affected first on account of their

greaterincreasein moistureholdingcapacity. We mightthen
expect past warm climatesto show aridity in the tropics and,
with further warming, to have that aridity extend poleward.
A prime candidate for investigation is the climate of the
Mesozoic, which in general is believed to have been warmer
than that of today, both at extratropical and tropical latitudes
(from the lack of land ice, isotopic ocean evidence, flora
distributions,etc.). As was discussedby Frakes [1979], the
Triassic started out cool (but nevertheless, warmer than
today), temperatures warmed through the late Jurassic, and
cooled in the late Cretaceous. Hallam [1985] has summarized the available hydrologic evidence and presented the
schematics shown in Figure 6. Dry conditions prevailed
throughoutthe tropics and subtropicsin the early Triassic,
expanded to higher latitudes (at least in the northern hemisphere) by the late Jurassic, and retreated again in the late
Cretaceous. Experiments by Kutzbach and Gallimore [1989]
for the early Triassic showed global warming of 1.5ø-4.5ø
comparedwith today, valuesthat are admittedly very uncertain. Note that the latitudes of aridity covered in these time
periods are approximately the same as those shown in 2029
and 2059 (Plate 1) when the global average temperature is
2øCand 4øCwarmer than today. Furthermore, the Mesozoic
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wet regions are confined to the highest latitudes, as in the
SDDI projections. In the late Cretaceousthe cooler climate
featured a return to wetter tropical conditions. The Mesozoic is an intriguing analog becausethe possibility exists that
it was warm in associationwith increasedCO2.
During the Paleogene (from 65 to 23 million years ago), as
climate cooled, there was a constriction of aridity from
paleolatitude limits of somewhat more than 45ø in the Cretaceousto slightly less than 30ø, in general [Frakes, 1979]. As
expected, the warm humid conditions at high latitudes also
retreated equatorward [Frakes, 1979]. Overall arid conditions were not nearly as widespread as at earlier, warmer
times. Low latitudes were not apparently marked by widespread aridity, nor were they obviously warmer than today
[Frakes, 1979].
Throughout the Tertiary, desertificationappearedto arise
in specificlocations as the climate cooled. These include the
Namib desert in Africa [Coetzee, 1980] and the Atacama
desert in northern Chile [Alpers and Brimhall, 1988], as well
as deserts in western North America [Axelrod, 1950]. In the
first two cases, increasedoffshoreupwelling of cold water,
associatedwith development of the Antarctic ice sheet, is
thoughtto have reducedprecipitation, while in the last case,
elevation of the Rocky Mountains could have produced a
rain shadow effect. These situationsemphasizethat drought
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vegetation desiccation, but in either case a change to drier,
sparserlandscapesand biomes would result.
The review of soil moisture changes produced in five
different GCMs run for doubled CO2 [Kellogg and Zhao,
1988] indicated that three of the five produced soil moisture
decreases for the United States during summer. Only the
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and
GISS models failed to produce drying over most of the
country. The NCAR results depend heavily on the fact that
the control run is so dry that most of the additional spring
rain in the warmer climate is retained by the model; in
addition, NCAR summer soil moisture values in the control
run are close to zero in some regions, so no reduction is
possible [Meehl and Washington, 1988]. The results presented here suggestthat the failure of the GISS model to
show extensive

soil moisture

reduction

is due to the unreal-

istic simulationof the land surface (i.e., the/3 value is very
low), so the large E•, increases are not translated into
evaporationincreases.The possibilitythus existsthat all five
of the GCMs would produce soil moisture decreasesover the
United

States if these deficiencies

were

corrected.

To the

extent that all these modelsuse similar E•, and ET parameterizations, soil moisture decreasesmay be underestimated
in the models generally.
The full impact of the large E•, increases should become
is the result of changesin precipitationminusE•,, and can be
more apparent when GCMs incorporate more realistic
produced by either decreased precipitation or substantially
ground hydrology models, including an active vegetation
warmer temperatures. Reduced tropical precipitation due to
cooler tropical waters may have been a factor in ice age canopy [e.g., Dickinson, 1984; Sellers et al., 1986; Abramotropical aridity. If warming locations remain humid (i.e., poulos et al., 1988]. In effect, the vegetation would represent
high relative humidity), E•, will not increasesubstantially. a thin, wet land surface in contrast with the thicker, partly
The SDDI, which includes precipitation, temperature, and wet land surface currently included in GCMs. This would
humidity in its calculation, is thus an attempt to weigh all the allow for more accurate calculationsof E•, changes,whose
effect over vegetated surfaces could then be followed, esperelevant factors.
cially if we include diagnosticsindicative of the health of the
It may be that the deserts we find today are "climax"
vegetation.
If the models produce unrealistic precipitation
deserts, which have arisen at least partly from vegetation
desiccation. The consequent albedo increases could have changeson accountof the lack of vegetation canopy, this too
generated dynamic patterns of subsidence in response, as should become apparent. Ultimately, we need to allow the
may be occurring today in the Sahel owing to direct anthro- vegetation to respond to the climate change. Improved land
pogenic effects. If some deserts are originally driven by surface models could take into account the direct effect of
vegetation desiccation, this may explain why GCM studies, CO2 on transpiration,to the extent that it is understoodon
which do not include vegetation feedback, do not seem to the large scale. They could also include carbon budget
find the shifts in Hadley cell patterns of descentimplied by models, as well as temperature effects on other plant propaleodata; for example, subsidencepatterns do not seem to cesses.
The magnitude and timing of these results depend primaarise spontaneouslyover the wide latitude range for aridity
indicated in Figure 6 for Mesozoic simulations[Rind, 1986]. rily on the projected warming. This in turn depends on the
In general, the Hadley cell descentregion does not appear to rate of trace gas increase, the rate of ocean heat uptake, and
change markedly with climate forcing because of the many the sensitivity of the climate system; to the extent that these
feedbacks inherent in the system [Rind, 1986]. Even the ice are uncertain, the projectionsof future droughtmust be also.
age studies fail to show the reported tropical drying [Rind Note that the arrival of the equivalent doubled CO2 global
and Peteet, 1985], perhaps becausethe vegetationwas first warming occurs near 2060 with the trace gas scenario used,
reducedby cooler temperatures, again an effect not included which is probably too rapid if chloroflourocarbonproduction
in GCMs.
is drastically scaled back. Similarly, the 4øC sensitivity for
doubled CO2 may prove to be an overestimate and ocean
heat uptake to be underestimated. Even were this true, the
7.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
warming envisioned here may eventually be realized anyThe SDDI, which relates the change in the atmospheric way, as there is no guarantee that trace gases with greensupply and demand for moisture, and the PDSI, which house capacity will stop increasing at the doubled CO2
calculates an independent water budget, both show a large equivalent.
increase in future drought over the United States due to
If and when a 4øCwarming comesto pass,the salientpoint
warming associatedwith trace gas increases. The resultant is that the atmosphericwater holding capacity will increase
increasein Ep may lead directly to soil moistureloss or to by some 30%. This increase in atmospheric moisture de-
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Fig. 6. Schematic
presentation
of continental
humidandaridbeltsfor (top)earlyTriassic,(middle)lateJurassic,and
(bottom)late Cretaceous.(Reproducedby permissionof the GeologicalSocietyfrom Hal!am [1985].)
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mand is translated to increased evapotranspirationwith a
very high efficiency over vegetation (under optimal growing
conditions) and free water surfaces; it is thus similar in effect
on available soil moistureto a 30% decreasein precipitation.
The 30% reduction in runoff produced by the PDSI hydrologic budget and calculatedfrom empirical studiesis understandable in the light of these conditions. Because the
precipitation increase is generally greatest at high latitudes
while the increase in water-holding capacity is largest at
lower latitudes,P - Ep is boundto becomemore negativein
many regions. On a global basis, the greater warming of the
land surface guaranteesthat increasesin ocean evaporation
(and global precipitation) will be unable to keep up with the
Ep increaseover land.
If droughtsof the severity indicated in this study come to
pass, global habitability will be seriouslyaffected.
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